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Abstract. The consumers arrive at a store according to a Poisson process and pur-

chase a stochastic quantity of resources. A store with a bounded tank is forced to

follow reasonable management in a balance between surplus orders and shortages. In

this paper, we consider an inventory replenishment policy that the store establishes

safety stock quantities to minimize the expected costs per unit time, and that it re-

plenishes the stock at the time fallen to the safety stock level so as to keep the losses

of costs for shortages and excess orders to a minimum. We also present a numerical

example for the case that demand follows the exponential distribution.

1 Introduction. The consumers arrive at a store, which sells a liquescent resource

expressed by continuous quantity, e.g. water, wine, gasoline and so on, according to a

Poisson process and purchase a stochastic quantity of resources. This store possesses a tank

with a certain maximum permissible quantity. If the stock-out occurs, i.e., the stock level

falls to zero, it is impossible for him to sell resources. It means that he loses con�dence from

consumers and sustains very great losses. A way to avoid these losses is to replenish a tank

with resources before the stock level falls to zero. The ordering implies that he replenishes

resources until his tank is �lled. On the other hand, if he shortens intervals between orders,

the number of ordering increases. Then he is charged ordering costs in surplus. Thus he

must keep an eÆcient management in a balance between surplus orders and shortages.

This paper considers an inventory replenishment policy that the store establishes safety

stock quantities to minimize the expected costs per unit time, and that it replenishes the

stock at the time fallen to the safety stock level so as to keep the losses of costs for shortages

and excess orders to a minimum. To avoid analytical complication in this model, we assume

that ordered resources are instantaneously replenished and that the ordering costs and the

loss of costs for being sold out are constant independently of the ordering quantities and

the quantities of shortages, respectively. We formulate a special problem of the classical

(S; s) policy (e.g. [1], [2],[10]) by using a renewal reward process [7]. It gives a very simple

formulation.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we give the details of the model

formulation. Section 3 deals with the analysis of the optimal replenishment policy. In

section 4, we also describe numerical examples when the quantity of resources purchased by

each of consumers is exponentially distributed. At last, we give some conclusions in section

5.

2 Model. We consider a model such that a store with a tank of maximum permissible

quantity U sells a liquescent resource expressed by continuous quantity. Each consumer

arrives at the store according to a Poisson process with intensity function � and purchases
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it. Let Sj (j = 0; 1; 2; � � �) be the random variable denoting the arrival time of j-th consumer
with S0 = 0. Then, the probability that consumers of j and over arrive during (0; t], F (j)(t),
is given by

F (j)(t) � PrfSj � tg =

1X
i=j

(�t)i

i !
e��t (j = 0; 1; 2; � � �):(1)

Let N(t) be the total number of consumers arriving by time t. The probability that exactly
j consumers arrive until time t, Hj(t), is given by

Hj(t) � PrfN(t) = jg = F (j)(t)� F (j+1)(t) (j = 0; 1; 2; � � �):(2)

The j-th consumer purchases a quantity Yj (j = 0; 1; 2; � � �) of resources. Yj is a sequence
of identical and independent random variable having a distribution function G(x), i.e.,

G(x) = PrfYj � xg. Let Zj (j = 0; 1; 2; � � �) be the total sales quantity after the j-th
purchase with Z0 = 0. Then Zj is a cumulative process with

Zj �

jX
i=1

Yi (j = 1; 2; 3; � � �)(3)

and

PrfZj � xg � G(j)(x) (j = 0; 1; 2; � � �);(4)

where G(j)(x) is the j-fold Stieltjes convolution of G(x) with itself, and

G(0)(x) �

�
1; x � 0

0; x < 0:
(5)

For a continuous distribution function G(x), let �G(x) and g(x), respectively, denote the

survivor and density functions expressed by �G(x) = 1 � G(x) = PrfYj > xg and g(x) =
d
dx
G(x).
Since this store possesses a tank with maximum permissible quantity U , the resource

runs out of stock if the total sales quantity is over U . Then the store must order it so as

to �ll the tank immediately. Because the stocking-out often makes a great loss, it is to be

desired that the store orders resources in advance. If the order takes place before stocking-

out, the losses for shortages do not occur, however it shortens the interval of ordering.

Consequently, the frequency of ordering increases and the costs of ordering resources are

charged in surplus. Therefore the manager must operate his store in a balance between

surplus orders and shortages. The ordering before stocking-out optimally needs to take

place so as to keep these losses as minimal as possible.

>From the above arguments, we have the following policy:

The ordering is carried out so as to �ll the tank if the stock level falls to the

safety stock level u (0 � u � U),

where u = 0 means that the order takes place after stocking-out occurs, and u = U means

that the order always takes place after demand occurs. To simplify the analysis for this

policy, we make the following assumptions:

1. The ordered resource arrives instantaneously.

2. The ordering cost is charged by Cr regardless of the order quantity, and the loss for

stocking-out is charged by Cp regardless of the quantity of shortages.

The objective of this paper is to decide the optimal safety stock level u� so as to minimize
the expected cost, denoted by C(u), per unit time for in�nite periods.
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3 Analysis. Since the stock level is renewed by replenishing, we de�ne an interval of two

adjacent renewal time as a cycle for the renewal process. From the renewal reward theorem,

the expected cost per unit time for in�nite periods, C(u), can be expressed as the ratio of

the expected cycle cost R(u) and the expected cycle length L(u), that is, R(u)=L(u).
We begin with calculating the expected cycle cost R(u) and the expected cycle length

L(u). The probability of occurring shortages, �(u), is given by

�(u) =

1X
j=1

PrfZj�1 � U � u; Zj > Ug

=

1X
j=0

Z U�u

0

�G(U � x) dG(j)(x)

= 1 +M(U � u)�

1X
j=1

Z U�u

0

G(U � x) dG(j�1)(x);(6)

where

M(x) �

1X
j=1

G(j)(x):(7)

The probability �(u), that the order takes place on account of falling short of the safety

stock level u when the stock level is positive, is given by

�(u) =

1X
j=1

PrfZj�1 � U � u < Zj � Ug

=

1X
j=0

Z U�u

0

[G(U � x) �G(U � u� x)] dG(j)(x)

=

1X
j=1

Z U�u

0

G(U � x) dG(j)(x)�M(U � u):(8)

It is easily seen that �(u) + �(u) = 1!%
Using Eqs.(6) and (8), the expected cycle cost R(u) can be written as

R(u) = (Cr + Cp)�(u) + Cr�(u)

= Cr + Cp

2
41 +M(U � u)�

1X
j=1

Z U�u

0

G(U � x) dG(j�1)(x)

3
5 :(9)

Also, the expected cycle length L(u) can be written as

L(u) =

1X
j=1

Z
1

0

t dHj(t)

Z U�u

0

�G(U � x) dG(j�1)(x)

+

1X
j=1

Z
1

0

t dHj(t)

Z U�u

0

[G(U � x)�G(U � u� x)] dG(j�1)(x)

=
1 +M(U � u)

�
:(10)

Using Eqs.(9),(10) and the renewal reward theorem, C(u), the expected cost per unit

time for in�nite periods, is established as

C(u) =
R(u)

L(u)
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=
�

1 +M(U � u)

2
4Cr + Cp

8<
:1 +M(U � u)�

1X
j=1

Z U�u

0

G(U � x) dG(j�1)(x)

9=
;
3
5 :(11)

We now investigate a safety stock level u minimizing the objective function C(u). Di�eren-
tiating C(u) with respect to u and setting it to 0, we obtain

1X
j=1

Z U�u

0

[G(U � x)�G(u)] dG(j�1)(x) =
Cr

Cp

:(12)

Denoting the left side of Eq.(12) by V (u), it follows

dV (u)

du
= �g(u)[1 +M(U � u)] < 0(13)

and

lim
u!0

V (u) = M(U);

lim
u!U

V (u) = 0:

As a result, we know that V (u) is a decreasing function having real values in [0;M(U)].
Therefore there exists a unique root u satisfying Eq.(12) when it holds M(U) > Cr=Cp.

These arguments give the following result.

Theorem. 1 The optimal replenishment policy is given as follows:

(i) If it holds that

M(U) >
Cr

Cp

;(14)

let u� denote the unique root satisfying Eq.(12). Then, the optimal replenishment policy

is to replenish up to U as soon as the stock level falls to the safety level u�. The optimal
expected cost per unit time is given by

C(u�) = �Cp[1 +G(u�)]:(15)

(ii) If there is no root u satisfying Eq.(12) in [0; U ], put u� = 0. It means that the

optimal replenishment policy is to order after stocking out. Then the optimal expected cost

per unit time is given by

C(u�) = �

�
Cr + Cp

1 +M(U)

�
:(16)

4 Numerical Examples. In this section, we present two numerical examples to explain

the results obtained in the previous section. Although we dealt with a general distribution

G(x) in analysis, we adopt an exponential distribution as an example.

Suppose that the distribution function G(x) follows the exponential distribution with

mean 1=�, i.e., G(x) = 1� e��x. Then, Eq.(7) and Eq.(12), respectively, can be rewritten

as

M(x) = �x;(17)

1X
j=1

"
e��u �

j�1X
i=0

f�(U � u)gi

i !
e��U

#
=

Cr

Cp

:(18)
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Table 1: the optimal safety quantity u� and the corresponding cost C(u�)
(� = 0:02; � = 10; Cr = 1)

U = 500 U = 5000 U = 10000 U = 15000 U = 20000

Cp u
�

C(u
�
) u

�
C(u

�
) u

�
C(u

�
) u

�
C(u

�
) u

�
C(u

�
)

10 204.0 198.31 341.9 199.89 378.1 199.95 399.0 199.97 413.7 199.97

20 233.5 398.12 376.1 399.89 412.6 399.95 433.5 399.97 448.2 399.97

40 262.4 797.89 410.4 799.89 447.1 799.95 468.1 799.97 482.8 799.97

60 279.0 1197.74 430.5 1199.89 467.2 1199.95 488.3 1199.97 503.0 1199.97

80 290.7 1597.61 444.7 1599.89 481.6 1599.95 502.6 1599.97 517.4 1599.97

100 299.7 1997.50 455.7 1999.89 492.7 1999.95 513.7 1999.97 528.5 1999.97

Table 2: the optimal safety quantity u� and the corresponding cost C(u�)
(� = 1; Cp = 10; Cr = 1)

U = 500 U = 5000 U = 10000 U = 15000 U = 20000

� u� C(u�) u� C(u�) u� C(u�) u� C(u�) u� C(u�)

.005 371.7 184.41 1056.8 199.49 1217.0 199.77 1305.8 199.85 1367.4 199.89

.01 299.7 195.01 608.5 199.77 683.7 199.89 726.4 199.93 756.2 199.95

.015 243.4 197.40 435.3 199.85 484.2 199.93 512.3 199.95 532.0 199.97

.02 204.0 198.31 341.9 199.89 378.1 199.95 399.0 199.97 413.7 199.97

.025 175.8 198.77 282.9 199.92 311.7 199.96 328.3 199.97 340.0 199.98

.03 154.7 199.04 242.1 199.93 266.0 199.97 279.8 199.98 289.5 199.98

Example 1. Suppose that the parameters of the arrival interval and the order

quantity, respectively, are � = 10 and � = 0:02. That is, the expected number of consumers

arriving per unit time is 10, and the expected quantity purchased by each consumer is 50.

In an experimental example, the permissible quantity of a tank U was chosen at �ve levels

(U = 500; 5000; 10000; 15000 and 20000). Then, Table 1 represents the optimal safety stock

level u� and the corresponding expected cost per unit time, C(u�), obtained for Cr = 1 and

Cp taking values 10; 20; 40; 60; 80; 100.

>From Table 1, followings are observed: When the value of Cr=Cp decreases for �xed

U , that is, the value Cp increases for �xed U and Cr, the optimal value of u and the

corresponding cost C(u�) increase. Then, for large U , the optimal total cost C(u�) linearly
increases with respect to Cp. For the �xed ratio Cr=Cp, there is an increase in the optimal

value of u with an increase in the value of U . Then the increment for u is less than that for

U . Therefore, for large U , u� is scarcely a�ected by U . For small U , however, U e�ectively

plays a part of the upper limit. If the safety stock level is optimally chosen for each U ,
there is hardly change in the optimal total cost C(u�).

Example 2. Suppose that the model parameters are given by � = 10!$Cp = 10,

Cr = 1, and U taking values 500; 5000; 10000; 15000; 20000. Then, Table 2 gives the optimal
safety stock level u� and the corresponding expected cost per unit time, C(u�), obtained
for � taking values 0:005; 0:01; 0:015; 0:02; 0:025; 0:03.

For Table 2, following are observed: An increase in the value of C(u�) does not change
as much as that of � in the same way of Example 1. However, for �xed U , � gives a great

inuence to u�. Hence, in deciding the optimal value of u, the value of � has to be looked

upon as important. If the product of � and U is constant, the optimal safety stock level u�

is in inverse proportion to �, but the corresponding cost C(u�) remains unchanged.

Eq.(18) also states that u� is unchanged if both Cr and Cp increase k times without
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change of the value of ratio Cr=Cp. Then, C(u
�) also increases k times because it is a linear

function in Cp. Obviously, C(u
�) is a linear function in � and Cp.

By the above statements, we conclude that u� is very sensitive to �, and C(u�) is sensitive
to � and Cp.

5 Conclusion. This paper considered a model under the assumptions such that the

consumers arrive at a store according to a Poisson process, that the ordered resource arrives

instantaneously, and that the constant ordering cost and the constant loss for stocking-out

are charged regardless of the order quantity and the quantity of shortages, respectively. As

a result, we knew that the optimal safety stock level u�, which is important on operating an

eÆcient management, is deeply concerned with the ratio of the ordering cost and the loss

for stocking-out, Cr=Cp, from Eqs. (12) and (14). Furthermore, we saw that it is deeply

with �. Hence the manager should establish u� in enough consideration of these values. We

also knew that the optimal expected cost C(u�) increases in proportion to � and Cp.

On the other hand, more general models will have the following assumptions: The

necessary cost on ordering is in proportion to the order quantity. It takes much time in the

arrival of commodities. The holding cost is charged for on-hand inventory quantity. These

are left as further research problems.
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